THE N----- COTTAGES
in
Church Road, Eardisland

My photograph. 27th January 2017.

Currently six cottages, but first recorded as only five. They are named:
Niche, Nutshell, Noggin, Nutmeg, Nook, Nest.
That more than one dwelling existed on the site of the present properties in the early
1840s is probable. An elongated building shows in that position on the Tithe Map (18421844). The Map shows them as Nos. 516 and 516a, both of which the associated
Apportionment Schedule details as House and Garden. They were in the ownership of Henry
Bullock:

Henry Bullock was still the owner in 1861 when, on 18th May he sold to Mr Wm Jno
Bullock...five cottages buildings and garden in Eardisland 1 Within the document itself they
are described as Henry Bullock of Eardisland...Shopkeeper.......William John Bullock of
Coalbournbrook Stourbridge...county of Worcester Schoolmaster It was an absolute
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sale...subject to a certain mortgage debt of one hundred and fifty pounds.......Richard
Woolfall to whom such mortgage debt is secured for one hundred and fifty pounds.......
Later in the document is more detail of what was conveyed to William John Bullock:
ALL THOSE five cottages or tenements buildings and gardens in the several occupations of
Sarah Childs John Smith John Morgan Richard Godding and William Parker situate in the
village of Eardisland in the county of Hereford adjoining a messuage and premises in the
occupation of the said Henry Bullock...
Thus only five cottages in 1861.
The messuage and premises in the occupation of the said Henry Bullock is likely to
have been modern Adlen House2. This was Tithe Map 498, also in the ownership of Henry
Bullock. The next property to the south of the five cottages was modern Holmlea3. This was
Tithe Map 517, owner Jemima Preece. But it did not adjoin to the five cottages to their south4
(as did Adlen House to the north). The roadway there was then wider and a small part of
Tithe Map 511 (The Great Orchard, Owner Elizabeth Taylor) intervened.
Whether or not what shows on the Tithe Map represents one, rather elongated, dwelling
or a row of cottages, there is no doubt that by the end of 1899 the present buildings had been
erected:
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Documentary records of which I am aware are then silent until 1920, when on Friday,
July 9th, the five Cottages & Gardens were sold by auction:
Continues overleaf.......
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Currently, January 2017, ‘Rita’s Tea Rooms’.
Currently, January 2017, Barry Freeman’s Tea Rooms.
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My directions are indicative rather than accurate.
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My photograph on 15th January 2017.
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Coincidentaly there also exists a photograph, taken from the air, which, judging by the
vehicle parked outside the Swan Inn, can be placed in a date range of, say, 1920-1930:

............................
In 1956, at facing page 26 in Eardisland WI Book, the cottages are referred to as:
Church Row (5).
Lastly some Oral History. Written down by Barry Freeman, probably soon after the
publication of his quoted source book, it explains the naming of the cottages and the
existence of the sixth one:

.....................Finis.....................
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